Activation maps of 16 professional classical singers were evaluated during overt singing and imagined singing of an Italian aria utilizing a sparse sampling functional magnetic imaging (fMRI) technique. Overt singing involved bilateral primary and secondary sensorimotor and auditory cortices but also areas associated with speech and language production. Activation magnitude within the gyri of Heschl (A1) was comparable in both hemispheres. Subcortical motor areas (cerebellum, thalamus, medulla and basal ganglia) were active too. Areas associated with emotional processing showed slight (anterior cingulate cortex, anterior insula) activation. Cerebral activation sites during imagined singing were centered on fronto-parietal areas and involved primary and secondary sensorimotor areas in both hemispheres. Areas processing emotions showed intense activation (ACC and bilateral insula, hippocampus and anterior temporal poles, bilateral amygdala). Imagery showed no significant activation in A1. Overt minus imagined singing revealed increased activation in cortical (bilateral primary motor; M1) and subcortical (right cerebellar hemisphere, medulla) motor as well as in sensory areas (primary somatosensory cortex, bilateral A1). Imagined minus overt singing showed enhanced activity in the medial Brodmann's area 6, the ventrolateral and medial prefrontal cortex (PFC), the anterior cingulate cortex and the inferior parietal lobe. Additionally, Wernicke's area and Brocca's area and their homologues were increasingly active during imagery. We conclude that imagined and overt singing involves partly different brain systems in professional singers with more prefrontal and limbic activation and a larger network of higher order associative functions during imagery.
Introduction
Performing music in one's mind is a technique commonly used by professional musicians to rehearse various aspects of a musical piece, e.g. difficult parts of an already executed musical passage (Lotze et al., 2003) . Composers write their music regardless of the presence of a musical instrument, as for example Schubert or Mozart did routinely. Beethoven composed his violin concerto in D-major (op. 61) even though he was already deaf and famous musicians like Vladimir Horowitz and Walter Gieseking reported frequent use of mental practice (Gieseking and Leimer, 1972; Schonberg, 1987) . Several experiments have proven the benefits of motor imagery in motor skill learning and its use as a tool to probe the neural basis of overt motor performance is increasingly appreciated (e.g. Langheim et al., 2002; Yue and Cole, 1992) . The training of auditory imagery has shown to improve harmony skills in children (Humphreys, 1986 ) and Highben and Palmer (2004) demonstrated that the ability of pianists to learn an unfamiliar piece without auditory feedback depend on their degree of aural skills (e.g. the ability to perceive melodic differences). PascualLeone (2003) proved that mental practice has not only the capacity to improve performance it also changes the size of the cortical representation of the motor cortex over time. Motor imagery can improve the dynamics of motor performance (Yaguez et al., 1998) and the velocity and smoothness of sequential movements trajectories (Lacourse et al., 2005 ). Yet mental music rehearsal does not only include motor, kinesthetic and auditory imagery but also emotional aspects of the piece rehearsed, which involves three components: a semantic meaning component, a stimulus component and a response component that defines the imagined emotion (Lang, 1979) . Emotional memory retrieval therefore represents an associative network processing that may reflect a prototype of a propositional network in the brain for overt responding.
Singing in the field of classical music involves both technicalmotor and a strong emotional engagement in order to transport the musical intention and to communicate artistic, emotional and semantic aspects of the song or aria. Whilst classical singing shares some aspects with speech: i.e. articulation and movements of the vocal tract, expression of meaning, reading or recalling words and prosodic modulation of the voice, other elements are quite different. These involve the stylistic accuracy demanded in classical singing (e.g. in German Lied, Baroque music or Late Romantic opera), the tight regulation of musical pitch, meter and rhythm as well as an increased sound intensity and vocal range, vibrato and an emphasized dramatic expression of emotions. Such behaviors require a much higher level of vocal control compared to speech (e.g. Natke et al., 2003) . Motor aspects of these requirements are reflected in the finer laryngeal motor control (e.g. for accurate intonation), the appropriate adjustment of the resonating vocal tract (affecting for example timbre and vocal quality) and the high involvement of the diaphragm and the thoracic muscles for a precise control of the airflow during singing (Watson and Hixon, 1985) . However, studies investigating cerebral correlates of singing are sparse and focus on non-musicians.
A first fMRI-study that investigated silent singing in musically non-trained subjects demonstrated a lateralization of the motor representation of the tongue area to the right during singing in comparison to a left lateralization during speech (Wildgruber et al., 1996) . The first study of overt singing used Positron Emission Tomography (PET) in subjects with musical training less than 1 year. Cerebral activation during singing of pitch and spoken vowels was compared (Perry et al., 1999) and activity in motor areas (primary and secondary; cerebellar hemisphere in lobule VI), auditory areas (right gyrus of Heschl), the bilateral insula, the medial cingulate cortex, the parietal and occipital lobe and the brain stem was observed. Overt humming of a melody (W.A. Mozart's "Kleine Nachtmusik") compared to word generation revealed cerebral lateralization to the right in the insula and temporal pole and to the left in the cerebellar hemisphere (Riecker et al., 2000) . Hickok and colleagues (Hickok et al., 2003) were predominantly interested in audio-motor coupling and compared humming with listening to piano pieces. They reported a left parieto-temporal and frontal network active during humming. A recent study investigated neural correlates of overt singing and speaking by using the same bisyllabic words/phrases for both conditions in a group of non-professional singers (Ozdemir et al., 2006) . They reported a shared network for sensorimotor processes in both singing and speaking, which involved the inferior pre-and post-central gyrus, superior temporal gyrus (STG) and the superior temporal sulcus (STS) on both hemispheres. Singing in comparison to speech revealed a larger network that involved bilateral activations in the anterior to midportions of the STG (enhanced in the right hemisphere) including Heschl's gyrus, but also in the anterior portion of BA 22 and BA 38, the most inferior portion of the inferior frontal gyrus (Broca's region), inferior aspects of the central operculum and the middle and most inferior portions of the sensorimotor cortex, possibly reflecting a greater bihemispheric organization for singing. All of the abovementioned studies were carried out with non-experienced or amateur singers. Studies with professional singers have not yet been published. The assessment may have been limited by artifacts elicited by movements of the head and jaw and changes of air-space during vocalization and articulation (Soltysik and Hyde, 2006) . fMRI-techniques controlling for the artifacts produced by overt singing are now available (Gracco et al., 2005; Soltysik and Hyde, 2006) and sparse sampling techniques allow for auditory feedback during singing (Gaab et al., 2003; Ozdemir et al., 2006) .
While substantial evidence corroborates the contribution of primary visual cortex during certain visual imagery tasks (Kosslyn and Thompson, 2003) , the relative contribution of primary (core) and secondary (belt) auditory areas during auditory imagery is still a matter of discussion (Zatorre and Halpern, 2005) . The primary auditory cortex of healthy subjects seems to have "a propensity to spontaneously 'activate' during silence" (Hunter et al., 2006) . Primary auditory cortex activation in the absence of auditory input has been found for short gaps of silence (lasting 2-5 s) that were inserted at different points during the soundtrack of familiar music (Kraemer et al., 2005) and in a sound detection task during the preceding silence of the emerging sounds (Voisin et al., 2006) . A further report of primary auditory activation during mental imagery of a computer generated monotone (C maj ) comes from Yoo and colleagues (Yoo et al., 2001 ) but a recent inspection of the exact locus of activation indicated in that study questioned their results (Halpern et al., 2004) . More compelling evidence exists regarding the contribution of secondary (or association) auditory cortex during mental imagery of complex, meaningful sounds (Bunzeck et al., 2005; Halpern and Zatorre, 1999; Halpern et al., 2004; Shergill et al., 2000; Shergill et al., 2001; Zatorre et al., 1996) . These results are supported by studies on imagined musical performances in professional instrumentalists (Langheim et al., 2002; Lotze et al., 2003) . We were therefore particularly interested in the involvement of auditory areas during imagined singing of the Italian aria "Caro mio ben" (by Tommaso Giordani). Given the more complex motor pattern for mental imagery of classical singing compared with other imagery tasks used in experimental situations, we expected strong activation of secondary auditory cortex. Due to the combination of lyrics and melody this activation should be represented bilaterally (Zatorre and Halpern, 2005) . Furthermore, we expected left temporo-parietal sylvian cortex activation during imagined singing of a classical aria, supporting auditory-motor integration (Hickok et al., 2003) .
Imagined singing could be regarded as auditory imagery of a familiar tune. However, mental singing involves not only auditory mental representations but also somatosensory and kinesthetic aspects, which require a declarative knowledge about the different components of the task (Jackson et al., 2001 )-a knowledge almost absent in unskilled subjects. Imaging studies on simple motor paradigms confirmed that imagined movements share neural substrates with executed movements in the supplementary motor area (SMA), the dorsal and ventral premotor cortex (PMC) the cerebellar hemispheres and also -to a lesser extent -the primary motor cortex (Lotze et al., 1999; Porro et al., 1996; Sabbah et al., 1995) . Using fMRI and TMS, Kuhtz-Buschbeck and colleagues (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2003) demonstrated that the primary motor cortex contralateral (cM1) to the imagined movements was active during imagery tasks of increasingly complex movements, a result consistent with a previous finding of more prominent involvement of cM1 with performance of complex motor sequences (Gerloff et al., 1998; Lotze et al., 2000a) . Furthermore, kinesthetic motor imagery (i.e. to try to feel the sensations that are usually felt in the muscle-tendon complexes when actually executing the movement rather than just visualizing the execution) involved the primary motor cortex to the same extent as motor execution conditions, indicating a comparable activation of this brain structure in both conditions (Caldara et al., 2004) . Earlier studies focusing on mental performance in professional instrumentalists however, did not observe significant M1 and S1 activation (Langheim et al., 2002; Lotze et al., 2003) . Singing and particularly singing of classical music as compared to instrumental music requires more body-core centered motor and anatomic activity involving muscles and internal organs of vital bodily importance such as respiration, salivation, ingestion, speech and social communication while string instruments and piano playing, investigated in most brain imaging experiments, involves fine control of peripheral muscle groups. Therefore, we propose that imagery of such vital body-centered activity mobilizes the entire motor system (primary, secondary, basal ganglia, thalamus, cerebellum, brain stem) while imagery of sensory stimuli frequently used in MR-studies of imagery (see Kosslyn and Thompson, 2003 for an overview) are "capturing" much less vital body-core functions and therefore report less areas activated. In addition, singing is evolutionary older and more genetically primed than instrumental music, constituting the first basic function to express emotive meaning (Brown, 2000; Molino, 2000) . Thus, motor and autonomic associative networks are more widespread. Given that singing an aria is highly associated with emotional expression, and perhaps even more so when free from the demands of actual performance, we also expected activation of areas involved in emotional processing such as the amygdalae, hippocampus, temporal poles, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), anterior insula, ventral striatum and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) (Koelsch, 2005) .
Methods

Subjects
16 right handed classical singers (4 opera chorus; 4 opera soloists, 8 vocal students; mean age: 31.06 ± 8.27 years; range: 20-44 years; 5 men) without reported history of neurological or psychiatric disease participated in the study. The average experience of training in singing was 14.06 ± 7.59 years; range 7-28 years. Participants took their first professional singing lessons at the average age of 16.91 ± 3.14 years and reported an average of 25.73 ± 7.26 h spent with practicing per week during the 3 months before fMRI-scanning. All singers reported experience in mental rehearsal.
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty of the University of Tuebingen. Written informed consent was obtained according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Task
We selected six phrases from the first line of the bel canto aria "Caro mio ben" by Tommaso Giordani, each phrase sung separately after a visual signal (see Fig. 1A ). This piece was selected since it is commonly well known by classical singers, it involves strong emotional expression, lyrics and melody are easily memorized, all voice types (tenor, soprano etc) can perform it and the vocal demands are such that it could be performed in a scanner Red circles for singing blocks (overt and imagined) and green circles for breathing only blocks respectively. Below: Scanning during pausing, for each block 66 scans were performed alternating singing and rest. The imagined singing block was indicated with the same symbols but subjects were instructed to use mental rehearsal instead of overt singing. (B) Superficial EMG amplitudes (μV root mean square (RMS), 32 samples per second) of musculus cricothyroideus, averaged over 30 s during baseline (breathing only), imagined singing and overt singing from 10 of the participants recorded outside of the scanner. Baseline and imagined singing did not differ (t(8) = 0.59; n.s.) whereas singing versus imagined singing (t(9) = 4.90; p < 0.001) and singing versus baseline differed significantly (t(9) = 4.87; p < 0.001). (C) Rating of imagination intensity (visual analogue score from 0 to 10) by all singers obtained after scanning. Movement rating showed a trend of decreased tempo rating (t(15) = 2.11) but this result did not stand correction for multiple comparisons. 
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environment without extreme pitches or forti, which might induce additional artifacts. Additionally, the phrase structure of that piece is such that the 3 s phrases naturally fit the sparse sampling technique employed, which allowed for natural auditory feedback during singing. Phrases were rehearsed before (by B.K.) with recorded scanner sound and were trained again within the scanner for the first six phrases. The overt singing part was followed by the mental rehearsal of singing in distinct sections. In the latter section, subjects sung the same phrases only in their imagination. Six periods of singing (and imagined singing respectively) alternated with six periods of deep inspiration not followed by singing (or imagined singing).
With respect to the imagined singing task, subjects were required to imagine the physical performance of singing as vividly as possible without performing any movements. Concentration, vividness of imagery of singing, singing related movements, tempo and rhythm during the fMRI-scanning was assessed with Visual Analogue Scales (VAS; from 0 = "not at all" to 10 = "very good") after each block. Auditory control by microphone during the imagery period did not reveal any sound-production. To test for possible movements of throat muscles involved in overt and imagined singing we recorded surface electromyography (EMG) of the musculus cricothyroideus with the Nexus-10 polygraph (MindMedia, NL) and superficial silver chloride electrodes in 10 subjects during baseline (breathing), mental rehearsal (imagined singing) and (overt) singing (see Fig. 1B ). EMG was measured outside of the scanner since EMG-electrodes resulted in substantial artifacts if placed in a head coil. Signals were acquired at 1024 samples per second, bandpass filtered (20-500 Hz; IIR filter, Butterworth 4th order) and sent via Bluetooth to a PC for data visualization, storage and preprocessing using BioTrace Software (MindMedia, NL). EMG amplitudes were calculated (root mean square, epoch size 1/16 s, 32 samples per second (SPS)) and averaged over 30 s for baseline, imagined singing and singing for each subject. Differences between the three measures were compared with ANOVA followed by paired t-tests using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS 10.05).
fMRI technique
Whole head scans (66 volumes per block) were performed with a 1.5 Tesla whole body Scanner (Siemens Vision) using echo planar imaging (EPI; TE: 40 ms; TR: 3 sec, 36 transversal slices of 3 mm thickness and 1 mm gap, matrix 64 * 64). A sparse sampling method was employed to avoid movement artifacts and to allow auditory control during singing. The first 3 EPI data sets of each session were discarded prior to analysis to allow for T1-saturation effects. T1-weighted images (MPRage; 176 sagittal slices with 1 mm effective thickness) were measured for anatomical reference. Data were analyzed with the statistical parametric mapping program (SPM99 (for preprocessing and single subject statistics) and SPM2 (random effects group statistics), Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience) running on Matlab (MathWorks Inc; Natick, MA, USA). SPM2 was used for group statistics to allow for non-sphericity correction in case of unequal variances between levels or groups, an option not available in SPM99. Each individual scan was realigned to the first one of each scanning condition to correct for movement artifacts. The realigned data were spatially normalized to the MNI-template and resliced with 3 * 3 * 3 mm. The resulting images were smoothed with a 9 mm (full width at half maximum) Gaussian filter. Individual statistical maps (fixed effect) were calculated for singing and imagined singing (main effect) and for differences between both. Contrast images of each subject were then used for group statistics calculated as random effects analysis at the 2nd level, which takes variance between subjects into account. The statistical threshold used to report group-activations was set as p < 0.05 corrected for the whole brain (false discovery rate; FDR; Genovese et al., 2002) . t-values of significant activations of the highest activated voxels were given for the MNI-coordinates and were assigned to anatomical regions. All regions were detected with the "Automated Anatomical Labeling" software (AAL) or if already cytoarchitectonically mapped (primary motor cortex (BA 4a and p); primary somatosensory cortex (BA 1,2,3), primary auditory cortex (PAC 1.0, 1.1, 1.2), Broca's area and analogon (BA 44/45) and SII (POP 1,3 and 4; Morosan et al., 2001 , Wernickes area) with maps based on cytoarchitectonical data with 50% probability (Eickhoff et al., 2005) . The auditoryassociation area in the temporo-parietal lobe was selected after the highest activated voxels given by Hickok et al. (2003) . The lateralization index (LI) was calculated with the LI-tool (Wilke and Schmithorst, 2006) by the following formula: (left − right) / (left + right). Activation maps were projected on a T1-weighted anatomical image, which fits best to the MNI-space by using MRIcro software (http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro. html).
Results
Rating of imagery
Concentration (7.57 ± 1.73 of 10), vividness of imagined singing (7.15 ± 2.04 of 10), tempo (7.72 ± 2.54 of 10), rhythm (7.56 ± 2.35 of 10) and singing related movement (6.13 ± 2.13 of 10) were rated moderate to high and did not differ significantly (Fig. 1C) .
EMG-measures
ANOVA revealed a significant effect for condition (overt, imagined and baseline; F(9,1) = 48,45; p < 0.001) for the superficial EMG of musculus cricothyroideus. Post-hoc paired t-tests revealed no difference between baseline and imagined singing (t(8) = 0.52; n.s.) whereas singing versus imagined singing (t(9) = 5.33; p < 0.001) and singing versus baseline differed significantly (t(9) = 5.28; p < 0.001).
fMRI-effects
Overt singing
The results of the main effect for singing performance are plotted in Supplementary Table 1 and examples of activation sites are given in Fig. 2 . Overt singing involved the primary sensorimotor cortex bilaterally (in the somatotopic representation of articulatory movements) but also secondary motor areas (SMA, right PMC), basal ganglia, the thalami, the cerebellar hemispheres and the vermis. Interestingly, medulla activation was found around the nuclei of the cerebral nerves V, IX, X, XII, associated with articulation and phonation. The primary auditory cortex (A1) and the surrounding belt area were active bilaterally during singing in comparable magnitude (lateralization index (LI) A1: 0.06). The auditory association area was active bilaterally (left: t = 4.91, peak in − 51; −42; 21; right t = 3.03, 51; − 36; 18). Both, Broca's and Wernicke's areas and their homologues were activated. No area (BA 44/45, S1, M1, SII, PMC, parietal) showed relevant lateralization (LI < 0.05). Some areas related to emotional processing (anterior insula, ACC) showed significant activation.
Imagined singing
The results of the main effect for imagined singing performance are plotted in Supplementary Table 2 and examples of activation sites are given in Fig. 3 . Imagined singing activated predominantly the fronto-parietal loop. This included secondary and tertiary motor Fig. 3 . Main effect 2: Mental rehearsal of singing involved increasingly typical imagery regions (SMA, PMC, parietal lobe, BA 44/45 bilaterally) as well as primary sensorimotor areas, the thalamus, the basal ganglia and more inferior regions of the cerebellum in both hemispheres. Areas processing emotions showed intense activation (ACC and bilateral insula, hippocampus, bilateral amygdala, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex). Bilateral A1 showed no significant activation. Coordinates of cuts are given above each slice. 
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areas (supplementary motor area (SMA); premotor cortex (PMC)), Broca's area and its homologue (no lateralization; LI < 0.11) and the superior and inferior parietal lobe. Additionally, subcortical motor areas were involved (bilateral cerebellar hemisphere and vermis, bilateral putamen, pallidum and caudate nucleus). Interestingly, the primary motor (M1) and somatosensory cortex (S1) and the thalami were active bilaterally. Furthermore, the medulla was also active during imagery. No activation was found in the primary auditory cortex or in the auditory belt area but in the temporo-parietal lobe bilaterally (left: t = 4.90, peak in −51; − 42; 21; right t = 9.73, 48; −39; 15). Several areas associated with emotional processing showed significant activation (anterior insula, bilateral amygdala, ACC, bilateral temporal pole, bilateral anterior hippocampus, mPFC).
Overt minus imagined singing
The results of the difference in activation maps for the calculation overt minus imagined singing are plotted in Table 1 and examples of activation sites are given in Fig. 4A . Overt minus imagined singing revealed bilateral activation in the primary motor cortex, in the primary and secondary somatosensory cortex, bilateral superior temporal gyrus including primary auditory cortex. Subcortical motor areas (right cerebellar hemisphere, thalamus, medulla) showed also an increase during execution.
Imagined minus overt singing
The results of the difference in activation maps for the calculation imagined minus overt singing are plotted in Table 2 and examples of activation sites are given in Fig. 4B . Imagined minus overt singing showed increased activity in the SMA, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the inferior parietal lobe. Broca's and Wernicke's area and their homologues were stronger activated during the imagination task. Areas associated with emotional processing were also enhanced during imagined singing (ACC, ventrolateral and medial prefrontal cortex).
Discussion
In the present study, we report cerebral activation sites of professional singers during singing and imagined singing of an Italian aria. Using a sparse sampling technique, cerebral mapping of overt and imagined singing revealed a number of activation sites. These sites were subsumed in the following subgroups: those involved with the motor performance or the motor-concept; those involved in auditory control of the produced sound and in the audiomotor co-processing, those involved in working-memory processes (or involved in the recall of lyrics and musical aspects of the song respectively) and areas involved in emotional processing. These functional loops do partially overlap. Since our material contains both lyrics and melody this study will not contribute to the extensive discussion about overlapping or differentiated functional maps of language and music (e.g. Patel, 2003) . Interestingly, most areas involved in motor processing were also activated during imagined singing. In contrast, most areas involved in auditory control during overt singing were absent during imagery of singing. Imagined singing showed increased activation in the fronto-parietal lobes but also in areas involved in emotional processing.
Motor system Cortex
The cortical representation sites in the sensorimotor cortex comprised large areas centered in the somatotopic representation of the articulators and lip and tongue movements (Lotze et al., 2000a, b) . No activity was seen in the supposed representation of the diaphragm and inspiration muscles in the area of the thoracic wall. Probably because deep inspirations were also performed in the baseline period and these activations might have been subtracted out. Activation in the primary motor (M1) and somatosensory cortex (S1) was significantly increased during overt singing in a pattern, similar to one recently reported for non-professional singers (Ozdemir et al., 2006) . Interestingly, M1 and S1 were also present during imagined singing. Earlier studies on imagined performance in instrumentalists did not observe significant M1 and S1 activation (Langheim et al., 2002; Lotze et al., 2003) . This could be a consequence of the increased statistical power of the present study which investigated more subjects-it has been reported that imagery involves M1 in about 30% of the intensity than executed performance does (Lotze et al., 1999; Porro et al., 1996) . On the other hand, subtle movements of the articulators during scanning cannot not be fully excluded based on superficial EMG of baseline and imagined singing outside of the fMRI scanner or by controlling 
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for sound production during the imagery-task in the scanner -an important difference to the feasible EMG-control of hand movements in instrumentalists during scanning. However, it has been previously reported that imagined singing (without EMG-control) may also involve the precentral gyrus (Wildgruber et al., 1996) . Therefore, we assume that imagined singing might indeed differ to imagined instrumental performance with respect to the involvement of M1 and S1. This may be further supported by activation of the anterior insula during both, overt and imagined singing. While the anterior insula plays an important role in emotion processing (see discussion below), the left insula also seem to contribute to the actual coordination of muscles engaged in articulation and phonation (Ackerman and Riecker, 2004) .
Cerebellum
The representation sites in the anterior cerebellar hemispheres mirror those of the cortical sites around the central sulcus. The cerebellum is preferentially involved in timing of complex movements with sensory feedback (Thach et al., 1992) and has been reported to serve additionally as an integrator of multisensory information from the cerebral cortex into a motor frame of reference (Bloedel et al., 1993) . The spinocerebellum is also involved in sensorimotor tasks (Gao et al., 1996) . Activation maps were larger than those reported for simple tongue and lip movements but were predominantly restricted to the area inferior to the fissura prima (Larsell lobule HVIa) (Grodd et al., 2001) . Consistent with previous observations, imaging showed an 
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activation peak inferior and posterior Larsell's lobule HVII to areas involved in motor execution in the cerebellum (Lotze et al., 1999) but extended also anteriorly to HVIb. Cerebellar activity is highly correlated with the temporal sequencing of speech movement (Mathiak et al., 2002) . The functional demands of singing may explain this activity. Vermis activation, not described in previous studies investigating singing, was present during overt singing. The vermis is involved in balancing of the body during gait (lesiondata: (Muley and Bushara, 2004) ; imaging-data: (Jahn et al., 2004) ). For singing, only speculative interpretations of the function of the vermis can be provided -it may also be associated with the unnatural lying-position during classical singing in the scanner. It would be interesting in this context to investigate in a further study whether opera singers, who are often required to sing in unusual positions show increased vermis-activation when compared to, for example, concert singers.
Basal ganglia
Parts of the dorsal basal ganglia (putamen and pallidum) were activated during singing. This activation is likely to be associated with the motor loop (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990 ) and less so with the sensory-attentional loop (Liu et al., 1999) . Here the basal ganglia may be involved in the modulation of the voice, comparable to the modulation of smooth movement performance (Brooks, 1995) .
Interestingly, the basal ganglia were also active during imagined singing. Comparison between overt singing and imagined singing revealed no differences. Basal ganglia activation may indicate an associative connection during overt and imagined singing between the dorsolateral prefrontal and orbito-frontal cortex via the nucleus caudatus pointing to working memory activation (dorsolateral PFC) and perhaps to an anticipatory finetuning of text and melody (ventrolateral PFC). The basal ganglia activation also involves the limbic-emotional loop predominantly connecting the ventral striatum with the ACC (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990) . In contrast to other studies on musical perception (Blood and Zatorre, 2001; Menon and Levitin, 2005) we did not observe any activation in the nucleus accumbens located in the ventral striatum. The reason for this is unclear; both the unusual situation for classical singers to overtly singing (or mentally singing) in the scanner and the strict regime of the task may have decreased the pleasure of this aria.
Medulla
We observed circumscribed activation in the superior medulla in a region where cranial nerves VII, IX, X and XII are relayed to articulation, vocalization and phonation related movements. This activation is most likely not elicited by movement artifacts, resulting in articulation dependent cerebral fluid pulsation since activation maxima were located distinct from the border of the spinal fluid and the brain stem (see Figs. 2 and 4) . Patients with lesions in the superior medulla demonstrate drastic impairments in articulation, and swallowing (Vuilleumier et al., 1995) . The activation in the brainstem was significantly increased for overt minus imagined singing pointing to the executive function of this activation site.
Secondary motor areas (BA 6)
The supplementary motor area (SMA) and the medial cingulate cortex were comparably active during both overt and imagined singing. Both areas have previously been described to be involved in overt vocalization (Perry et al., 1999) . Together with the premotor cortex (PMC) these areas seem to be critical for the planning, timing and ideation of the movement and the motor imagery (for an overview see: . It is possible that the access to motor programs during mental rehearsal is realized through functional activation of BA 6, which has also shown to be involved in kinesthetic imagery tasks (Gerardin et al., 2000; Stephan et al., 1995) .
Areas involved in auditory control
During overt singing, we observed bilateral activation of the primary auditory cortex (A1) and the auditory belt area with comparable intensity. Recent functional imaging studies suggest a relative left-hemispheric specialization for rapid temporal and rhythm processing (Boemio et al., 2005; Overy et al., 2004; Zatorre and Belin, 2001 ) whereas right auditory cortex shows a stronger sensitivity for spectral and melody processing (Overy et al., 2004; Zatorre and Belin, 2001 ) and for processing of auditory information with slower temporal resolution (Boemio et al., 2005) . With regard to lateralization effects of primary auditory cortex, simple humming without language production showed A1 activation only in the right hemisphere (Perry et al., 1999) but pitch memory has also been associated with increases in the left Heschl's gyrus (Gaab et al., 2006) . The ambiguous role of A1 lateralization in melody perception tasks may be mediated by the listening style (Evers et al., 1999) , e.g. spectral pitch listeners possessed a pronounced rightward activity in the lateral Heschl's gyrus when compared to fundamental pitch listeners (Schneider et al., 2005) . The Italian aria used in our study was comprised of text, rhythm and melody. Thus, the bilateral activation of A1 with comparable magnitude is not surprising. The activation of the auditory cortex found in our study was similar to the one reported by Ozdemir and colleagues (2006) for non-professional singers, who also found bilateral activation in the middle section of the superior temporal lobe for overt singing as well as for overt speaking when compared to silence, suggesting a bihemispheric activation for both tasks. In their study, only in the singing, more than speaking contrast, A1 activation was more pronounced on the right than on the left. Callan et al. (2006) compared Japanese singing versus speech production and found an increased activation for singing in the right planum temporale. Since speech was highly lateralized to the left in their study, bilateral planum temporale activation during singing resulted in increased right hemispheric activity after contrasting singing minus speech. This is in concordance with our findings of bilateral planum temporale activation during singing.
During the imagery task activation of A1 (Morosan et al., 2001 ) was completely absent (see Fig. 3 ). This result is in line with several observations on sound and music imagery, which found activity only in the secondary auditory cortex but not in A1 (Ducreux et al., 2003; Halpern and Zatorre, 1999; Kraemer et al., 2005; Yoo et al., 2001; Zatorre and Halpern, 2005) . It is interesting in this regard that our subjects rated the vividness of imagined singing as high and reported no problems in attention during the imagery task. Additionally, the sparse sampling technique avoided distraction by the scanner noise (Mazard et al., 2002) . Vividness of imagery has previously been shown to correlate high with psychophysiological responses during imagery (Lang, 1979 ). Yet we did not assess to what extent our subjects experienced the imagined aria auditorily or kinesthetically. Two earlier studies that investigated imagined performance in instrumentalists did also not observe A1 activation during imagery (Langheim et al., 2002; Lotze et al., 2003) although the rating of imagined melody was high (Lotze et al., 2003) . Conversely, when professional and amateur violinists were tapping an imagined and well-known piece of music without auditory feedback, activations in the primary auditory cortex were found, especially in the professional group (Lotze et al., 2003) . This finding may represent a tight interconnection between motor action, sensory perception and auditory control in musicians (Bangert et al., 2001; D'Ausilio et al., 2006) . Comparable cross-modal interactions in singers could be perturbed by the lack of activity in the somatosensory and motor modality. However, that assumption is contradicted by the activity of M1 and S1 during imagined singing in our study.
An auditory association area in the left hemisphere was reported to be responsible for the control of spoken and listened words (Hickok et al., 2003) . We also observed activity around the peak of this area in the temporo-parietal lobe during both overt and imagined singing, although it was bilaterally expressed. It is possible that auditory association for leading the melody during both singing and imagined singing may be represented in this area.
Speech and song processing
We observed no relevant lateralization during both singing and mental singing in Broca's area. Bilateral activation in comparable magnitude may be related to the combination of melody and lyrics in the Italian aria. Compared to simple humming, which showed right lateralized activity (Perry et al., 1999) , the singing of an aria involved also linguistic, tempo and rhythm processing previously shown to be lateralized to the left (Tramo, 2001) . In a very recent paper Lahav et al. (2007) compared listening to untrained and trained musical sequences. Interestingly, Brocca's area and its analogon were increasingly active during listening to a trained piece compared to listening to the same piece before training. The authors interpreted these findings as a multifunctional role of this area in action listening but also as another indication of its role for sensorimotor integration (Binkofski et al., 2000) . In the light of this study, our findings of bilateral activation in the inferior frontal gyrus present during both overt and imagined singing might not necessarily be related to the recall and internal representation of lyrics but might point to the recall of trained motor processes or sensorimotor interactions.
Increased processing of memory for pitch was reported to be related to activation in BA6, 44, 45, and BA 40 and 7 (Koelsch and Siebel, 2005) -areas that showed increased activation during the imagery task in our study. Together with additional mobilization for mental rehearsal around BA 9 (Zhang et al., 2003) this increase for mental rehearsal may suggest that it is less automatized than overt singing. If the auditory feedback is missing, increased resources may be needed to keep track, which may lead to an increased working memory demand in the frontal and parietal lobes. The inferior frontal cortex seem to play a role in the processing of musical structure and syntax (Tillmann et al., 2006) and has been attributed to emotional intonation (Wildgruber et al., 2005) as well as to motor preparation for vocal production (Ozdemir et al., 2006) . Auditory imagery of familiar melodies and inner speech has also shown to involve the inferior frontal gyrus together with SMA and auditory association areas in the superior temporal gyrus (Halpern and Zatorre, 1999; Shergill et al., 2001 ). All these areas where observed during imagined singing in our study supporting the notion that the frontal cortex may be involved in auditory imagery processes (Zatorre and Halpern, 2005) .
Parieto-temporal association areas for control of auditory stimulation are located near or within Wernicke's area and its homologue. Its involvement in auditory imagery has been demonstrated before (Halpern and Zatorre, 1999; Shergill et al., 2001) . We found increased inferior parietal cortex activation bilaterally during both tasks, which could reflect activation of a store for phonetic and intonational acoustic information contributing to the working memory system (Wildgruber et al., 2005; Zatorre, 2001; Zatorre et al., 1994) .
The superior parietal lobe (BA 7) also showed increased activation during imagined singing. This area has been reported to be activated during imagery involving complex trajectories of movements (Wolbers et al., 2003) . The superior parietal lobe is closely connected with the posterior SMA but also with the PMC (Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998) . Spatial trajectories of the movement may be transformed in corresponding motor programs processed and stored in the superior parietal lobe. Patients with parietal lesions were found to have problems with tasks that involve imagined movements (Sirigu et al., 1996) . Thus, the parietal lobe seems to be crucial for mental rehearsal. This may be especially true for musicians since more inferior parts of the parieto-temporal lobe found during imagery could be essential for the auditory processing of the piece mentally rehearsed.
Activation in the occipital lobe, present during both overt and imagined singing, was enhanced during overt singing. One could argue that overt singing needs a closer attentive control of the symbolic instructions, which indicated onset and end of a performance period. Nevertheless, Perry et al. (1999) reported occipital activation during humming although his subjects had their eyes closed. They concluded that visual imagery might account for this activation.
Emotional processing
The overt singing task activated only the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; for differentiation see: (Bush et al., 2000) and the insula. The ACC is involved in the recall of emotions (Phan et al., 2004 ) -a capability which might be important for both overt and mental performance.
We observed bilateral insula activation during overt and imagined singing, an area that has been termed "limbic sensory cortex" and that is associated with emotional states, emotional recall/imagery and emotional tasks with cognitive demand (Phan et al., 2002) . Insula activation has also been reported for the experience of "chills" during the perception of pleasurable music (Blood and Zatorre, 2001) . Whereas the anterior insula is related to emotional valence, the dorsal part of this structure is more active during cognitive tasks (for a meta-analysis see Wager and Barrett, 2004) . Anterior insula activation seems to reflect the intensity dimension of an emotion (Anders et al., 2004) .
Imagined singing involved additional activation in areas related to emotional processing such as the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), the bilateral ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC; also called orbitofrontal lobe; BA 47), bilateral temporal poles and bilateral amygdala. The temporal poles are involved in conscious self-regulation of emotional responses (Beauregard et al., 2001; Lane, 2000) . The amygdala is known to be predominantly involved in more passive avoidance or approach tasks (Morris et al., 1999a,b) . This is consistent with the fact that the amygdala was not active during overt singing. Although amygdala activation has been reported for the perception of unpleasant musical material (Blood et al., 1999; Koelsch, 2005; its activation is not specific for negative emotions.
Other areas such as the mPFC, the VLPFC -active during imagined singing in our study -have also been related to unpleasant musical stimuli (Blood et al., 1999) , but results from meta-analyses on studies investigating visually presented emotional material did not find area specificity for positively or negatively rated stimuli (Murphy et al., 2003; Phan et al., 2002) . Instead, the mPFC may play a "general" role in emotional processing for appraisal/evaluation, experience and response and can be related to self-referential processing about one's own emotional experience (Phan et al., 2004) . VLPFC-activation in BA 47 is associated with prosody perception (Wildgruber et al., 2005) and visually presented expressive gestures . Lesions in this area result in impaired recognition of vocal expressions (Hornak et al., 2003) . Significantly increased activation during imagined singing compared to overt singing was only observed in the ACC and the VLPFC. Therefore, we believe that enhanced activation in these areas may reflect an increased emotional recall during the task.
Conclusion
Several studies have proven the value of music imagery to improve various aspects of overt performance (Highben and Palmer, 2004; Humphreys, 1986; Lacourse et al., 2005; Pascual-Leone, 2003; Yaguez et al., 1998) . By comparing overt and imagined singing of an Italian aria we showed a broad range of activation in partly overlapping cortical and subcortical areas. While overt singing activated predominantly areas processing complex motor sequences and sensory feedback/control, most of these areas related to motor processing where also active during imagery, a finding that may explain the significance of imagined rehearsal for motor performances. In line with previous research, we found no involvement of primary auditory cortex during imagery whereas secondary auditory areas showed activation. Imagined singing activated a large fronto-parietal network, indicating increased involvement of working memory processes during mental imagery. This activation possibly indicates that imagined singing is less automatized than overt singing, even though subjects reported frequent use of imagined rehearsal. We speculate that the associative networks activated during imagery are more complex, more variable and more adjusted to the individuals' personal training history. Imagery "frees" us from the chains of external perceptual cues. Areas processing emotions showed also enhanced activation during imagined singing, which may reflect increased emotional recall during this task. A future study will concentrate on correlates of singing related to the degree of professionalism with activation intensities in the functional regions described in this study.
